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Abstract: National Opera is an important part of national vocal art. In the process of continuous
cultural exchange between China and the west, the development of national opera has been affected.
There are obvious differences between Chinese national opera and Western National Opera. The
formation and development of both have certain historical characteristics. At present, how to locate
the relationship between national vocal performance and national opera performance is an issue of
particular concern to the art scholars of national vocal music.
1. Introduction
The relationship between national vocal performance and national opera performance has always
been an issue of particular concern to the art scholars of national vocal music. While constructing
the discourse system from national vocal performance to national opera performance, it is necessary
to first clarify the previous relationship between the two. On the basis of clarifying the relationship
between them, the construction of the discourse system can be more convincing.
2. Proposition of Theoretical Discourse System of Chinese National Vocal Performance
Chinese history and culture attach great importance to the art of "singing", just as the saying in
Book of Rites·Music Rite, “Morality is the origin of temperament, music is the product of ethics,
and metals, stones, strings, and bamboo are musical instruments.” In addition, in this book, singing
was summarized as follows, “While singing, the treble is as persistent as lifting a heavy object, the
bass is as uniform as putting down an object, the transposition is as resolute as bending a branch
and the end is as quiet as a dead wood.” From the above content, it can be seen that China made a
lot of work on the interpretation of singing at that time, and many scholars joined in. People's
exploration of singing theory discourse at that time is often seen in various works. Especially in the
Jin and Yuan Dynasties, people's research on singing theory also entered a critical stage, which was
embodied in the deeper and more specific research on this theory. This period marks the maturity of
Chinese large-scale vocal art forms. The book Singing Theories had a holistic discussion on the
singing theories at that time. Although the length of the book was not long and the words were
particularly concise and clear, the content involved was very extensive, including the singing
comment standard, singing related theoretical research, singing repertoire content analysis and
singing art research. The appearance of the book Singing Theories indicated that China had formed
a whole theoretical structure system of vocal music. After that, the vocal music art developed to the
Ming and Qing Dynasties, and the opera art gradually became mature. At that time, the vocal music
theory became more perfect, the content was more abundant, and the main points of discussion
were clearer. In Ming and Qing Dynasties, a relatively perfect theoretical structure system of vocal
discourse has been formed [1].
3. Proposition of Theoretical Discourse System of Chinese National Opera Performance
Western opera was first introduced into China in the form of exotic products. China had its own
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opera form, that is, Xiqu. Although Xiqu in China and opera in the West can’t be completely
equated to each other to a certain extent, the Westerners in modern China regarded Chinese Xiqu as
Chinese opera, which shows that Chinese Xiqu and Western opera reached a consensus at that time,
both belong to a form of opera. Now the national opera in China is the combination of Chinese and
western music. No matter how the historical track develops, the relationship between the two kinds
of music is indelible. Looking back on the history of the development of Chinese vocal music,
especially after the art form of opera has gradually matured, the requirements for singers have also
changed, requiring singers to master “emotion of songs” skillfully, as Li Yu said in Qing Dynasty,
“Singing should have feelings”. The discourse system of national vocal performance and national
opera performance at that time was based on the above viewpoints. The peak of the development of
ancient Chinese vocal art is opera consciousness. After Yuan and Ming Dynasties, the theory of
Chinese vocal music developed further. And scholars focused on the field of opera art singing. We
can regard Chinese national opera as a mixture with the characteristics of eclecticism. Chinese
opera came into being in a special cultural background. As a pioneer in opera art, Chinese opera
enjoys the supreme status. In the process of development, Chinese national opera not only contained
the characteristics of Xiqu, but also contained the characteristics of Western opera. On the basis of
continuous integration, Xiqu and western opera created a new chapter of Chinese national opera.
The pioneers of Chinese national opera, on the basis of absorbing the tradition and foreign culture,
promoted the continuous development of Chinese opera art and laid a solid foundation for the birth
of national opera art. It can be seen that the emergence of Chinese national opera performance art
has a special historical opportunity. Therefore, the interpretation of the discourse system of national
opera performance art and national vocal music performance art needs to be considered from both
Chinese and Western aspects [2].
4. Thoughts on Discourse System Construction from National Vocal Performance to
National Opera Performance
4.1 Basic Task of Opera Performance----Shaping Characters in the Opera
The basic task of opera performance is to shape opera characters, and the performance forms
adopted by actors are all around the characterization. From the perspective of performance, many
traditional means of Chinese Xiqu can be included in the art teaching of opera performance. In the
process of integrating traditional means of Xiqu, the teaching mode of “performance”
consciousness can be established from the opera performance art. The teaching mode of the
so-called “performing” consciousness does not mean returning to the stylized development path of
Xiqu, but urges opera performers to gradually build up the “performing” consciousness in the
continuous learning. There are obvious differences between this kind of “performance” and Western
opera performance. The unity of form and spirit, excellent singing and acting are always traditions
of Chinese traditional Xiqu art, professional stage Xiqu art and people's watching habit. The
so-called “unity of form and spirit, excellent singing and acting” means that in the musical and
opera performing arts, actors are required to perform well as well as sing well. In addition, actors'
appearance, postures and behaviors, action spirit and temperament should also be consistent with
the images of the characters in the opera. The tradition of “unity of form and spirit, excellent
singing and acting” has been running through the development of opera and musicals in China, and
never changed. From the point of view of an opera actor, selecting opera actor requires not only
referring to the appearance conditions of the actor, but also considering the temperament of the
characters in the opera, ensuring that the selected opera actor is similar to the appearance and
character traits of the figure in the opera, and enhancing the adaptability of the opera actor and the
figure in the opera. The “adaptability” here refers to the temperament accumulated continuously in
the long-term development, just like the saying in the Xiqu that “There is a thousand jins of
monologue but four liangs of singing. Three tenths of Xiqu depend on singing and saying, while
seven tenths depend on acting. (Monologue, singing and acting are all important)” [3-4].
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4.2 Analyzing that National Opera Needs to Uphold National Aesthetic and Show National
Culture from the Perspective of Aesthetic
Based on the angle of national aesthetic habits, the singing of national songs needs to be
displayed in accordance with the aesthetic habits of Chinese nation, to fully display the national
culture, and to express the national emotion as much as possible. National opera can show the sound
quality with different singing forms. Therefore, a national opera singer needs to have the singing
skills of aria, duet and recitation, and the sound quality should be consistent with the symphony
effect under the band harmony system. This requirement is not a small challenge for our national
vocal music. It requires that the singers of national vocal music can’t play the skills of national
vocal music freely, can't mix the true voice and falsetto, can't have moistening voice, can't have the
voice of dramatic volume in the process of singing. All these requirements make it difficult for the
singers of national vocal music to integrate into the opera performance.
4.3 Analyzing that There are Obvious Differences Between National Opera Performance and
Other National Song Performance from the Perspective of Discipline
The main purpose of national opera performance is to perform national opera, and the
performance system needs to be based on the role building of national opera. There are obvious
differences between national opera performance and other national song performance. Xiqu
performance should not be confused with singing and dancing, rap, folk songs and so on. Each role
in Xiqu is divided into lines and every line has its own system. The same is true of national opera
performance and other singing and dancing performance. The two are quite distinct from each other,
so can’t be confused. Singing is the key point of national vocal performance art, and performers
need to have both voice and emotion. The singing skills, the combination of voice and emotion are
the basis of opera performance consciousness. The performers need to show the image of the
characters in opera as more as possible. General national vocal music performance needs to fully
grasp the relevant skills of local songs. The national opera performance not only needs to master the
relevant skills of local songs, but also needs to shape the characters on this basis. The performers
need to learn the relevant knowledge of opera character building, such as body performance skills,
singing skills, drama character building skills, etc... The singing forms of songs are various, such as
chorus, solo and duet. Different singing forms need to meet the basic requirements of harmony, and
have the support of systematic voice division system. On this basis, the singing forms of opera
performance can be more colorful. As a kind of hearing art, the audience can distinguish the
character traits of the figures by hearing, and analyze the reasons according to the definition of roles
with the gamut and timbre of Chinese Xiqu. For example, lyric coloratura Sopranos often play the
role of young women, lyric Sopranos often play the role of older women. It is easy to distinguish
the relationship between mother and daughter if the lyric coloratura Sopranos and the lyric
Sopranos form the duet. It can be seen that the relationship between the characters in the play can
be distinguished from the sound, and the corresponding relationship between the timbre and the
characters also reflects the unique aesthetic of Chinese people to singing and dancing performance.
In a word, national vocal performance and national opera performance are different in the sound
division system, so in order to cultivate more excellent national opera performers, we need to build
a systematic and scientific training method and theoretical learning system according to the needs of
the sound division system of national opera performance major [5-6].
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, national vocal performance art and national opera performance art are the
products of the developing times, both of which are important parts of vocal music. The above is
analysis of the discourse system construction from national vocal performance to national opera
performance, hoping to have a certain guiding significance for the development of Chinese national
opera art.
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